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ABSTRACT
A new ship-based stereo video system is used to observe breaking ocean waves (i.e., whitecaps) as threedimensional surfaces evolving in time. First, the stereo video measurements of all waves (breaking and nonbreaking) are shown to compare well with statistical parameters from traditional buoy measurements. Next, the
breaking waves are detected based on the presence of whitecap foam, and the geometry of these waves is
investigated. The stereo measurements show that the whitecaps are characterized by local extremes of surface
slope, though the larger-scale, crest-to-trough steepness of these waves is unremarkable. Examination of 103
breaking wave profiles further demonstrates the pronounced increase in the local wave steepness near the
breaking crest, as estimated using a Hilbert transform. These crests are found to closely resemble the sharp
corner of the theoretical Stokes limiting wave. Results suggest that nonlinear wave group dynamics are a key
mechanism for breaking, as the phase speed of the breaking waves is slower than predicted by the linear dispersion relation. The highly localized and transient steepness, along with the deviation from linear phase speed,
explains the inability of conventional wave buoys to observe the detailed geometry of breaking waves.

1. Introduction
The breaking of surface waves in deep water has been
an active topic of research for decades because of its
importance for safety at sea, wave forecasting, and air–sea
interactions (Melville 1996). Progress has been slow, as
the physics of breaking are complex, and the necessary
measurements challenging. As discussed in Babanin
(2011), two questions in particular remain unresolved:
what causes a wave to break (breaking onset), and how
much wave energy is lost during breaking (breaking dissipation)? Advances have been made primarily through
numerical and laboratory simulations, as measurements
of oceanic breakers, or ‘‘whitecaps,’’ are particularly difficult (Perlin et al. 2013). In this paper, observations of
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whitecaps are presented from a ship-based stereo video
system. The focus is on the geometry of the breaking
waves, especially their steepness, which is thought to be a
critical factor for both onset and dissipation.
In deep water, the geometry of a linear monochromatic wave is fully determined by just two parameters,
the wave height H and wavelength L, and thus the
steepness may be described as simply the ratio H/L. In a
real wave environment, however, the waves are neither
monochromatic nor linear, which complicates the description of the wave geometry. Still, the steepness is often discussed using the familiar H/L ratio, or sometimes
ak, where a 5 H/2 is the wave amplitude and k 5 2p/L is
the radian wavenumber. Stokes (1880) was the first to
derive a limiting condition for the geometry of a propagating surface wave, which is a sharp crest forming a 1208
corner. Mathematically, the peak of the limiting crest
forms a singularity where the underlying fluid velocity
exactly matches the phase speed of the crest. It has been
shown that such a crest is formed for a monochromatic
nonlinear wave with steepness H/L ’ 1/7 or ak ’ 0.443
(e.g., Williams 1981). Whereas a monochromatic plane
wave has its maximum slope at the mean water line, the
limiting Stokes wave is steepest at the crest.
The Stokes limit was thus the first supposed breaking
criterion, the assumption being that waves would grow
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until this limiting geometry, at which point they would
break. However, measurements from laboratory waves
(Rapp and Melville 1990) and field experiments
(Holthuijsen and Herbers 1986; Weissman et al. 1984)
have suggested that waves break well below the Stokes
steepness. In a field study using buoy estimates of
steepness and human observers to detect breaking,
Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986) found that whitecaps
could not be distinguished from nonbreaking waves by
their bulk H/L steepness alone (although the breaking
waves were found to be slightly steeper on average than
the nonbreaking waves). On the other hand, some laboratory experiments, including those of Brown and
Jensen (2001) and Tian et al. (2010), have shown waves
breaking near the Stokes limiting steepness. In particular, Babanin et al. (2007) made a renewed case for the
applicability of the Stokes limit.
One complicating factor in comparing these previous
studies is conflicting definitions of the wave steepness.
For example, a single characteristic steepness is often
calculated for many waves based on a spectral average (as
in Banner et al. 2000) or experimental input parameters
(Rapp and Melville 1990). Alternatively, studies like
Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986) and Babanin et al. (2007)
estimate the bulk steepness of individual waves, using a
zero-crossing methodology to define the wave extent.
Others have measured instead the local surface slope (see
Brown and Jensen 2001; Tian et al. 2012). One study that
examined both the wave-by-wave steepness and local
slope around wave breaking is Chalikov and Babanin
(2012). In a series of numerical experiments, they studied
the onset of breaking using the fully nonlinear Chalikov–
Sheinin model (Chalikov 2005), initialized from a
JONSWAP spectrum with random phase components.
The data showed that the bulk steepness of the breaking
waves was much below that of the Stokes limiting wave
and did not significantly increase prior to breaking.
Conversely, the development of large surface slopes near
the wave crest was the most consistent indication of imminent breaking. These sharp crest features were highly
localized and often developed within fractions of a wave
period from the breaking point.
Wave steepness has also been shown to be an important factor in the dissipation of wave energy during
breaking. For example, Rapp and Melville (1990)
showed that the relative energy loss was strongly dependent on the average wave steepness, with some
scatter due to the packet bandwidth and central wavenumber. Similar results have since been shown in
Banner and Pierson (2007), Drazen et al. (2008), and
Tian et al. (2010). Again, differences in calculating the
wave steepness, as well as the energy flux, make comparing across the studies somewhat difficult. However,
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the general agreement is that steeper waves lose a larger
percentage of their energy flux during breaking.
The idea of using stereo imagery to measure ocean
waves has a long history (see, e.g., Holthuijsen 1983), but
only recently has it become realizable for most researchers. This is due to the rapid growth in computing
power and camera technology as well as the increasing
availability of sophisticated computer vision algorithms.
In stereo video, pixels are matched between images
from two or more cameras overlooking the same patch
of the sea surface. Through triangulation, the distance to
the water surface is estimated at each pixel, which
produces a three-dimensional reconstruction of the
surface. The ability to resolve the spatial wave geometry
is a distinct advantage over point-based in situ wave
measurements, such as buoys and wave staffs.
Still, measuring waves with stereo imagery has its own
difficulties. Jähne et al. (1994) provides a critical review
of the theoretical limitations, including resolution, occlusion, and specular reflection. Benetazzo (2006)
gives a good overview of early efforts at stereo video and
provides quantitative estimates of the errors involved.
Benetazzo (2006), Wanek and Wu (2006), and de Vries
et al. (2011) showed that measurements of waves with
stereo video compared well with more traditional in situ
measurements. However, these studies were of small
waves (significant wave heights between 20 and 60 cm)
and were taken from stationary nearshore platforms.
Recently, innovations in the stereo methodology have
led to its use in increasingly diverse conditions. For example, the work of Benetazzo et al. (2012) improved
upon the image processing of Benetazzo (2006) and
moved the system to an offshore platform, such that they
measured significant wave heights greater than 2 m. As a
further extension, Benetazzo et al. (2016) introduced a
new ship-based stereo system, which is similar in many
ways to the one described below.
In the last few years, researchers have used stereo
wave measurements to explore a variety of scientific
questions. For example, Sutherland and Melville (2013)
used stereo-processed infrared imagery to estimate the
dissipation of breaking waves, including microscale
breakers, using the Duncan–Phillips scaling (Phillips
1985). Fedele et al. (2013) compared the wave statistics
in space–time stereo images with nonlinear theoretical
predictions. Most recently, Benetazzo et al. (2015) investigated the statistics of extreme waves, and Leckler
et al. (2015) examined the shape of the full frequency–
wavenumber spectrum in young wind waves.
We present measurements of open-ocean waves
from a shipboard stereo video system installed on the
R/V Thomas G. Thompson during a recent cruise to Station
P in the North Pacific. We focus specifically on the geometry
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and steepness of open-ocean whitecaps. The paper proceeds
as follows: Section 2 describes the stereo methodology, while
section 3 validates the results against linear theory and in situ
wave measurements. In section 4, the whitecaps are investigated in further detail. Section 5 provides discussion,
and section 6 concludes. Note that all data and processing
codes described below have been archived and are publicly
available (http://hdl.handle.net/1773/38314).

2. Methods
a. Instrumentation
Measurements were made during a research cruise on
board the R/V Thomas G. Thompson in the North Pacific
Ocean. The ship departed from Seattle, Washington, on
27 December 2014 and returned on 14 January 2015, with
the primary objective of replacing a moored wave buoy
at Station P (508N, 1458W). On several days the ship
paused in the transit to hold station into the wind and
collect measurements of the local wave conditions.
The R/V Thompson is equipped with bow and stern
thrusters and a dynamic positioning system, which allow
it to keep a relatively stationary position even in rough
seas. Conditions varied from quite calm (20-m wind speed
U20 , 1 m s21, significant wave height Hs 5 1.3 m) to large
winter storms (U20 5 23 m s21, Hs . 6.0 m).
A stereo video system was installed for this cruise,
which consisted of two Point Grey Flea2 cameras. The
cameras were separated by 2 m along the rail just forward of the bridge, approximately 12 m above the mean
sea surface, with a look angle approximately 12.58 below
horizontal and orthogonal to the ship’s rail. Identical
systems were located on both the port and starboard
sides, making it easy to switch sides depending on the
position of the sun or clouds. Each stereo camera was
equipped with a 9-mm fixed focal lens (leading to a
roughly 308 horizontal field of view) and placed in a
weatherproof housing. Each side had an additional
Point Grey Flea2G camera recording a wider field of
view (2.8-mm focal length). This camera was used
heavily in Schwendeman and Thomson (2015b) for estimating whitecap coverage. It also kept the horizon in
view in most frames, allowing for calculation of the
camera pitch and roll as described in Schwendeman and
Thomson (2015a). The port side cameras were mounted
next to a Novatel combined inertial motion unit (IMU)
and global navigation satellite system (GNSS), which
measured the cameras’ position and rotation.
While the ship held station with the stereo system
recording, in situ measurements were made of the local
wave spectra. Two varieties of drifting buoys were
used, usually deployed at dawn and recovered at dusk.
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Datawell DWR-G4 Waveriders measured the horizontal wave orbital velocities with a GPS, from which
the wave frequency spectrum E(v), mean wave direction u(v), and directional spread Du(v) were calculated. The spectral calculations were made over
30-min intervals using Datawell’s built-in processing
(de Vries 2014). Meanwhile, custom-built Surface Wave
Instrument Float with Tracking (SWIFT) drifters, described in Thomson (2012) and Thomson et al. (2016), used
an onboard IMU to measure the buoy acceleration and
orientation and produced frequency spectra and directional
moments on 10-min intervals. The ship’s sonic anemometer
measured the true wind speed throughout the cruise at a
height of roughly 20 m above the mean water line.

b. Stereo processing
Proper stereo video measurements require good
synchronization and calibration of the cameras. Synchronization to within 10 ms was achieved by using a Point
Grey IEEE 1394 (Firewire) hub, and the cameras were
calibrated using the checkerboard routine included in
MATLAB’S Computer Vision Toolbox. For the calibration procedure, a 10 3 5 array of 400 black and white
squares was shown to both cameras in their ship-mounted
positions, which allowed the calibration algorithm to optimize both the extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters.
Prior to 1 January, the stereo cameras were run at 5 Hz;
afterward the frame rate was set to 7.5 Hz. The Novatel
IMU–GNSS data were recorded on a separate computer
from the stereo imagery, which resulted in a small, unknown time offset between the two data streams. This was
determined in postprocessing using a cross correlation of
the time series of pitch and roll from the camera horizon
method (Schwendeman and Thomson 2015a) with
pitch and roll from the Novatel system. The IMU–
GNSS data were then shifted to line up with the images.
The steps of the stereo image processing are outlined
in Figs. 1 and 2 on a pair of images showing a large
whitecap in the center of the field of view (this same
example whitecap is also used in Fig. 8). The first step is
stereo rectification, which is the process of transforming images such that pixel rows are epipolar lines.
With the stereo cameras facing approximately parallel
to one another, the rectification only slightly warps the
images. The rectified images are shown in Figs. 1a and
1b. Next, the semiglobal algorithm from Hirschmuller
(2008), as implemented in the MATLAB Computer
Vision Toolbox, is used to calculate the disparity map,
which is the image that maps pixels from the left rectified image to the right rectified image. Figure 1c
shows the disparity result. The missing data on the
left of the disparity map correspond to the region of the
images that do not overlap.
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FIG. 1. An example showing (a),(b) a pair of rectified stereo images, (c) the resulting disparity map, and (d) the
subsequent image projection. The left side of the disparity is cut off where the images do not overlap, and the holes
in the disparity are where the confidence in the solution is low. The same example whitecap is shown in Figs. 2 and 8.

At each pixel in the left image, the matching pixel in
the right image is the one that minimizes a cost function
calculated over a window surrounding the pixels. The
specific cost function used in the MATLAB implementation is the sum of absolute differences (SAD). The
window size (called block size in MATLAB) can be
chosen depending on the content of the images. A larger

window produces a smoother disparity result but is less
able to resolve sharp discontinuities. The MATLAB
default block size of 15 pixels was found to work well for
this data. The MATLAB disparity function reports
subpixel disparities, rounded to the nearest 1/16, using
the minimum of a parabola fit to the cost function calculated at integer pixel disparities.

FIG. 2. The same example from Fig. 1, showing the (a) elevation and (b) radiance data products found by interpolating the stereo result onto a rectangular grid. These gridded products are later rotated such that the wind is in
the 1x direction.
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The uncertainty in the disparity image is related to the
ability to positively identify matching pixels. The most
uncertain points are generally those with less noteworthy
features or low texture. MATLAB’s implementation allows for several options to exclude the low-quality data.
There is an unavoidable trade-off since excluding pixels
leads to holes in the disparity map, but including more
points results in errors and noise. Two filters were found
to be helpful for removing bad points. The first is a contrast threshold. This sets a minimum contrast value for
each pixel, where the contrast is computed through a
convolution of the image with a Sobel filter. Less contrast indicates less texture around that particular pixel,
and a threshold of 0.5 was found to work well here.
Next, a uniqueness threshold identifies unreliable
pixels by comparing the minimal value of the matching
cost function with the second lowest value. Specifically,
those pixels where the optimal value differed from the
next best by less than 25% were discarded in the final
disparity image. Finally, two median filters were applied to the data to reduce speckle noise. A 5-pixel
square spatial median filter was applied to the disparity
images, and a 3-frame temporal median filter was
applied to the rotated and interpolated images (see
below). The effect of these various quality control
procedures is discussed further in section 3.
An example of the final disparity result is shown in
Fig. 1c. At each pixel, the value of the disparity is inversely related to the range distance r of the sea surface
to the camera:
ri,j 5

f
,
di,j

(1)

where f is the camera focal length, and di,j is the disparity
at pixel (i, j). Figure 1d shows the pixelwise distance
image calculated from Eq. (1). The dominant signal is
the tilt of the roughly flat sea surface relative to the
oblique camera.
To observe the waves, the measurements are rotated
into an Earth reference frame, in which the long-time
mean sea surface is a plane at height zero with normal
vector aligned with gravity. The rotation is performed
using the synchronized IMU–GNSS data. Alternatively, Benetazzo et al. (2016) show that this rotation
can be made by fitting a plane to each image; however,
this method requires a large spatial field of view relative to the length of the waves. The data now make up a
scattered point cloud, with each point corresponding
to a pixel in the disparity map. The point cloud data are
unstructured and difficult to analyze. Therefore, the
final step is to interpolate the data onto a regular grid,
as shown in Fig. 2.
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A scattered, bilinear interpolation was performed on
each image. Because of the rolling of the ship, the imaged area of the sea surface differed between frames.
However, it was found that most images captured a region of the sea surface between 40 and 80 m from the
ship. These were used as the limits of the gridded
products. The grid spacing was chosen based on the
resolution of the unstructured point cloud, which depends on the camera properties, the shape of the sea
surface, and the distance from the ship. It is found that
roughly 90% of points in the point cloud were within
25 cm of a neighboring point, and thus the grid spacing
was chosen to be 25 cm.
The gridded elevation product (Fig. 2a) is heavily used
in the following sections. Additionally, a similar interpolation can be performed on the original image pixel
brightness values, resulting in an Earth-referenced radiance product, as shown in Fig. 2b. The radiance image
looks blurred because the interpolation to a uniform
grid tends to smear out the small, rough waves that
provide much of the texture. However, the bright foam
from whitecapping still shows up clearly, as seen in
Fig. 2b. An additional translation and rotation is performed to bring the origin to the center of the field of
view and the x axis in line with the average wind vector.
Usually, the ship was pointed directly into the wind, such
that this rotation is small. A video example of the rendered elevation/radiance products is included as supplemental material.
Although roughly 45 h of stereo video were taken, the
data quality was highly variable due to variations in the
natural lighting conditions and occasional rain; 10 video
bursts stood out as the highest quality, and data products
were calculated for their full durations, between 20 and
60 min each. A further 45 recordings were found to be of
mostly good quality, from which 5 min each of video
were processed. The remaining data were found to be
too poor to warrant further examination and were not
processed.

3. Comparison with wave buoys
The stereo wave measurements are first compared
with the in situ measurements of the SWIFT and
Waverider buoys. Although buoy wave measurements
do not provide a perfect ground truth, measurement
intercomparisons, such as Herbers et al. (2012), have
shown them to be robust and consistent. For this comparison, each point in the gridded elevation product is
processed as an independent time series (i.e., a virtual
buoy). Frequency spectra E(v) are calculated from the
elevation time series at each point and averaged to a
single spectrum for each video burst, from which the
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FIG. 3. Time series of (a) 20-m wind speed U20, (b) wave height Hs, and (c) energy-weighted mean period Tm. The
wind speed is measured from the ship, while the wave quantities are measured from SWIFT (blue) and Waverider buoys
(orange) and from the stereo video (black circles 5 5-min video segments, black x’s 5 full video segments).

Ð
1 /2
significant wave height Hs 5 4[ E(v) dv] and energyweighted mean wave period
ð
2p E(v) dv
Tm 5 ð
vE(v) dv

(2)

are calculated. These are plotted as a time series over
the whole experiment in Fig. 3, along with the SWIFT
and Waverider quantities when available. The time series show the wide range of conditions observed over the
course of the experiment. During video recording, the
buoys measured significant wave heights between 1.2
and 5.5 m and mean wave periods between 5.7 and 9.4 s.
These measurements are subject to small amounts of
uncorrected ship motion, including from surge and
sway (RMS velocity fluctuation ’ 0.3 m s21), heading

(RMS angle ’ 28), and a small net drift (mean velocity ’
0.8 m s21). Still, it can be seen that the stereo measurements follow the buoy data quite well overall, with
only a few exceptions.
The stereo and buoy data are further compared in
Fig. 4, showing scatterplots of Hs, Tm, and the mean
wave steepness Hs/Lm (where Lm is calculated from Tm
using the linear dispersion relation). Despite some
scatter, the agreement is quite good between the two
measurements. The Hs data agree quite well for wave
heights up to about 4 m, but for larger waves the stereo
measurements have the tendency to overestimate Hs
relative to the buoys. Meanwhile, the Tm values show
little overall bias. A similar comparison was made for
the spectral peak period Tp (not shown), but apparent
peak switching in the multimodal open-ocean spectra
obscured the overall trends. The small scatter in Hs
and Tm are amplified in the calculation of mean wave
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FIG. 4. Comparison of (a) significant wave height Hs, (b) mean period Tm, and (c) significant steepness Hs/Lm from the stereo video and
buoys [SWIFT (blue), Waverider (orange)]. Circles are from the 5-min video segments, and x’s are from the full video segments.

steepness. Despite this, the buoy and stereo measurements are still clearly consistent.
Three frequency spectra from the stereo video are
compared to SWIFT and Waverider spectra in Fig. 5.
These examples are drawn from the full video captures
(crosses on Figs. 3, 4) from three different days (note that
no SWIFT data are available for the 28 December example). The measurement times do not overlap exactly,
as the Waverider spectra are calculated every 30 min, the
SWIFT spectra are calculated every 10 min, and the stereo measurements last between 30 and 60 min. Plotted in
gray are spectra from each stereo grid point, with the
average spectra in black. Overall, the frequency spectra
are similar in shape to those calculated from the buoy.
Although the spectral comparisons provide good validation for the stereo processing, they also point to some of
the limitations of the stereo data. In the infragravity frequencies, the stereo spectra are considerably lower than
the Waverider buoys. This could be due to the high-pass
filter applied to the shipboard IMU–GNSS or a nonlinear
effect from the buoys’ Lagrangian motion (see Herbers
and Janssen 2016). Regardless, the effect of this difference should be negligible, as these long-period motions
are not of primary importance for the wave breaking.
At the higher frequencies, the spectra are expected to
decay as a power law S(v) } v2n, where n approximately
equals 4 or 5 (see Banner 1990). Indeed, the stereo spectra
show such behavior initially, but at larger frequencies
noise begins to flatten the signal. This noise is likely related
to small errors in the disparity calculations and in the
linear interpolation of the data onto the rectangular grid.
An examination of the sensitivity of the spectra to changes
in the stereo processing (i.e., block size, contrast threshold,
uniqueness threshold, and median filtering) reveal that
the effects are largely confined to the high-frequency

tail. In particular, the temporal median filter and
uniqueness threshold tend to lower the noise floor
when the data are of intermediate quality. For the 10
best video bursts examined in detail below (and from
which the spectra of Fig. 5 are drawn), there is little
sensitivity to these processing choices. The noise starts
to be noticeable around roughly 5 rad s21, corresponding to waves of 2.5-m wavelength.
Figure 5 also shows omnidirectional wavenumber
spectra calculated from the stereo data for the same
examples. To produce these curves, two-dimensional
(kx, ky) wavenumber spectra are calculated at each
video frame. The resulting (kx, ky) spectra are then averaged in time and interpolated onto a uniform directional grid of (k, u), where k 5 (k2x 1 k2y )1/2 and
u 5 arctan(ky/kx). The directional spectra are integrated
over u to yield the omnidirectional spectra S(k). These
direct measurements of the wavenumber spectra are
compared with the frequency spectra transformed to
wavenumber using linear dispersion with no current.
Small differences are seen in the comparison between
the directly calculated wavenumber spectra and the
transformed frequency spectra, such as a small bump at
the lowest wavenumbers and a slight overestimation in
the high wavenumbers. These may be related to the
limitations of calculating the discrete directional Fourier
transform on a small, nonrectangular domain. Alternatively, they may be due to the secondary ship motions
(small oscillations in surge, sway, and heading, plus a
slow drift) or small surface currents, which introduce a
Doppler shift in the frequency spectra that is not present
in the wavenumber spectra.
Most importantly, the wavenumber spectra reveal
the effect of the relatively small field of view of the
cameras, which is between 20 and 40 m in the x direction
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FIG. 5. Comparison of three wave spectra from three different days during the experiment. (a)–(c) Frequency spectra, measured from
the SWIFT (blue), Waverider (orange), and stereo video. Gray lines are the spectra measured at each (x, y) in the stereo elevation product,
with the black line as the average. (d)–(f) Omnidirectional wavenumber spectra, measured directly from the stereo video (red), and from
the frequency spectra transformed using the linear dispersion relation (black). The wave spectra are most accurate for frequencies in the
range of 0.2p # v # p rad s21 (2 # T # 10 s period) and wavenumbers of 0.04p # k # 0.4p rad m21 (5 # L # 50 m wavelength).

(depending on the range). The field of view does not
resolve a full wavelength of the most energetic waves,
which are between 50 and 200 m long. Fortunately, previous studies have shown that many of the breaking
waves are shorter than the peak or dominant waves (e.g.,
Gemmrich and Farmer 1999). Still, the limited field of
view does make certain analyses difficult or impossible,
such as tracking the evolution of wave groups or estimating the dissipation from individual waves breaking.
The spectra show that the region of best performance in
the stereo data is for wave periods between 2 and 10 s and
wavelengths between 5 and 50 m.

Finally, the probability density function (PDF) of the
stereo surface elevation data is examined. PDFs are
calculated over all x and y, and Fig. 6 shows the average
for each of the 10 full videos. The elevations are expected to be quasi Gaussian (Forristall 2000), such that
large deviations from a Gaussian distribution would
indicate bias in the stereo data. In particular, because of
the oblique camera angle, a major concern is occlusion,
or shadowing, of the wave troughs in the far field by the
crests in the near field. Figure 6 confirms that the surface
elevations are near Gaussian to at least three standard
deviations. Beyond this point, there is a noticeable
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FIG. 6. The probability density function of surface elevation from
the 10 full stereo video bursts (black), compared with a normal
Gaussian distribution (yellow).

deviation from the Gaussian distribution, with more
large positive elevations than low negative elevations.
However, this is physically expected due to wave nonlinearity and is not necessarily indicative of measurement bias (Longuet-Higgins 1963). The plot is cut off
where the statistics become less reliable, as the time
scale of occurrence approaches the length of the video
records. Overall, the effect of occlusion appears relatively small in the elevation PDFs.
In summary, evaluation of the stereo elevation product reveals the data to be statistically consistent with
buoy measurements and linear wave theory. It also reveals some notable limitations. In particular, the small
size of the field of view, the effect of noise on the highfrequency waves, and the small uncorrected ship motions must all be acknowledged. With this in mind, the
following analysis of the wave breaking focuses on the
prominent, intermediate length whitecaps, which are
well resolved by the stereo measurements.

4. Results
a. Distributions of wave steepness (all waves)
Traditionally, estimates of wave steepness are only
available from point measurements (e.g., buoys),
meaning that the dispersion relation is needed to derive
wavelength from a temporal signal. Most commonly, the
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average wave steepness is calculated from the frequency
spectra as the significant wave height Hs, divided by a
characteristic wavelength, such as the spectral peak
wavelength Lp or energy-weighted mean wavelength Lm.
Here, the characteristic wavelength is calculated in frequency space and transformed to a wavelength using the
linear dispersion relation. Studies such as Holthuijsen and
Herbers (1986) instead partition the time series of surface
elevation into individual waves using a zero-crossing
method, which allows a steepness Si 5 Hi/Li to be estimated for each wave. Again, the wavelengths are not
actually measured but calculated from the wave period
using linear dispersion.
The stereo video data are uniquely suited for more
direct estimates of steepness. Since the gridded elevation product also contains spatial information, the actual
surface slope can be measured rather than inferred from
dispersion. The magnitude of the surface gradient
j=z(x, y)j 5 [(›z/›x)2 1 (›z/›y)2 ]1/2 is calculated from
the gridded elevation data using the central difference to
approximate the partial derivatives.
Figure 7 shows how j=z(x, y)j relates to the steepness
calculated from point measurements (using spectral or
zero-crossing methods). First, Fig. 7a shows the probability density function (PDF) of j=z(x, y)j, colored by the
significant steepness Hs/Lm, as calculated from the stereo frequency spectra. It is clear that for larger Hs/Lm,
the distribution of j=zj is also skewed higher. This is also
seen in Fig. 7c, which shows a roughly linear relationship
between Hs/Lm and the median gradient j=zj.
Normalizing the gradient by j=zj, as in Fig. 7e, shows
that for moderate values of j=z(x, y)j, the distributions
are highly similar. The curves are well fit by the theoretical probability density function of slope derived by
Liu et al. (1997):
P(j=zj) 5


2(n22)/2
n j=zj
j=zj
1
1
,
n 2 1 s2
(n 2 1)s2

(3)

using s 5 0:86j=zj and n 5 4.9.
The observations show that above 2 to 3 times j=zj,
the individual PDFs begin to diverge. Also shown is the
fit to the data using n 5 2 (the upper curve at large
gradients) and n 5 12 (lower curve), which also match
the distributions in the low and moderate slopes but
bracket the data at high slopes. For comparison, Liu
et al. (1997) found that the measurements of Cox and
Munk (1954) could be fit using a range of 6 # n # 100.
Physically, large values of n indicate a narrow distribution of the wave frequency. As discussed in Babanin
(2011), the frequency bandwidth is related to the modulational properties of the dominant waves (i.e., the
wave groups). Thus, the probability of large surface
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FIG. 7. PDFs of (a) surface gradient magnitude j=zj and (b) wave steepness from zero down crossings S, each
colored by significant steepness Hs/Lm. (c),(d) Hs/Lm plotted against the median values of j=zj and S. (e),(f) The
PDFs scaled by their median values. The dashed line in (e) corresponds to the theoretical distribution of Liu et al.
(1997) with s 5 0:86j=zj and n 5 4.9. Dotted lines are fits using n 5 2 (upper curve at large j=zj) and n 5 12
(lower curve).

slopes increases (n becomes smaller) when wave groups
are pronounced (larger frequency bandwidth). Additionally, this model assumes independent distributions
of wave height and wave period. As discussed in Liu
et al. (1997), deviations from this assumption increase
the probability density of high surface slopes, which can
be reproduced by decreasing n.
The distribution of wave steepness is also shown
using a zero down-crossing method, as in Holthuijsen
and Herbers (1986). Specifically, elevation time series
are made from (x, y) points taken every 5 m, resulting in
81 virtual wave gauges (although several have no data
because of the shape of the field of view). In each time
series, waves are identified as lying between the two
nearest points where the elevation crosses from positive
to negative. For each wave, a steepness S is calculated as

the difference between the maximum and minimum
elevation, divided by the estimated wavelength, using
linear dispersion and the period between down crossings. Figure 7b shows the PDFs of S, again colored by
Hs/Lm. It should be noted that the zero-crossing
method is not ideal for these broadband waves, where
short waves riding on long waves may fully lie below or
above the mean water line.
Still, as with the surface gradient, Fig. 7d reveals that
the median wave steepness S is linearly related to Hs/Lm,
and Fig. 7f shows that the distributions are largely similar after scaling by S. The main difference in using the
zero-crossing steepness S is that each wave is assigned a
single value of steepness, whereas the surface gradient
magnitude j=zj captures variations in the instantaneous
and local wave slope. The increase in data causes the
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PDFs of j=zj to be much smoother than those of S.
Additionally, the PDFs of j=zj show a clear signal near
the tail of the distribution, which is not visible in the
PDFs of S (although there is an apparent noise floor that
becomes obvious in the least steep conditions). This is
consistent with the hypothesis of Liu et al. (1997), who
argue that the variation in the shape of the j=zj distribution is a nonlinear effect, which would not be captured
by the zero-crossing method.

b. Distributions of wave steepness (whitecaps)
Are the extreme surface slopes related to the wave
breaking? To answer this question, the radiance data
product (Fig. 2b) is thresholded to isolate the whitecap
foam. The thresholding is performed using the method
of Kleiss and Melville (2011). This gives a threedimensional array of Boolean values W(x, y, t), in
which a value of 1 indicates the presence of whitecap
foam. However, W does not distinguish between the
recently formed foam from active breaking and the decaying foam left behind from past breakers. Therefore,
another variable DW(x, y, t) is used, which more closely
follows the active breaking. This was introduced in
Schwendeman and Thomson (2015b) and is calculated
from W by simply negating pixels in W for a period of
several seconds after they are initially flipped from 0 to
1. Since the residual whitecap foam tends to remain
mostly stationary, these pixels are ignored in DW.
Figure 8 demonstrates this thresholding as applied to the
whitecap of Fig. 2.
The PDFs in Fig. 7 were cut off at high steepness,
where noise contamination became apparent in several of the 5-min video segments. To isolate the relationship of wave steepness to wave breaking, it is
necessary to focus on the highest-quality data. Thus,
for this and the remainder of the paper, the data come
from only the 10 best-case video segments, each lasting
between 20 and 60 min.
Figure 9 compares the probability density of j=zj in
the whitecap (DW 5 1) and nonwhitecap (DW 5 0)
pixels. The distribution of the whitecaps skews high,
indicating that the active whitecap foam is clustered
near regions of high surface slope. This is best seen in
Fig. 9b, which plots the ratio of the two probability
distributions. The whitecap pixels are up to an order of
magnitude more likely than the nonwhitecaps to occur
at large gradients in the surface elevation, and the ratio
peaks around j=zj ’ 1.25. In contrast to the wave-bywave analysis of Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986), this
suggests a distinct difference in the geometry of the
breaking waves. The disagreement is likely due to
the use here of the local surface slopes, as opposed to the
bulk steepness in Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986).

FIG. 8. Example showing the thresholding procedure, as applied
to the whitecap of Figs. 1 and 2. (a) The raw radiance product.
(b) Result after thresholding using the method of Kleiss and
Melville (2011). (c) Further isolating only new whitecap foam, as
described in Schwendeman and Thomson (2015b).

c. Whitecap profiles
To better understand the shape of the breaking waves,
the clearest whitecap events are identified for further
examination. This is not straightforward, partly because
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FIG. 9. (a) The probability distribution function of surface gradient magnitude j=zj separated by whitecap (blue) and nonwhitecap (orange) pixels. (b) The ratio of the two PDFs.

the whitecap foam does not always stay connected
through the breaking process, often separating into
several groups of pixels. Additionally, although the new
whitecap foam is a better proxy for active breaking, the
definition of DW(x, y, t) prevents the whitecaps from
overlapping between frames. To correct both issues, a
topological dilation is applied to the binary DW(x, y, t)
array. The dilation step essentially connects all whitecap
pixels within 1 m of each other in the current, preceding,
or following frames. Each group of spatially or temporally connected pixels in the dilated DW(x, y, t) is considered as a potential whitecap event. A minimum
duration of 2 s is used to avoid transient events (often on
the boundary of the field of view) or noise (often from
advected residual foam). Over the lifetime of each
whitecap event, the grouped pixels are approximated by
an ellipse with major axis Lmajor, minor axis Lminor,
centroid xc and yc, and orientation u. The ratio of Lmajor
to Lminor is found at each time, and the time when this
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ratio is maximum is recorded as t1 5 0. The best cases are
identified as those where the maximum Lmajor/Lminor is
greater than 4, when u is within 458 of the wind direction,
and the (xc, yc) is within 10 m of the center of the field of
view. These conditions eliminate cases of noise and advected foam, ensure that the breaking wave is sufficiently long crested to determine a principal axis, and
avoid breakers occurring near the edge of the field of
view. A somewhat similar procedure for identifying
distinct whitecap events in visual imagery was described
in Gemmrich et al. (2008). This results in 137 potential
whitecap events, which are checked manually to be sure
they show unambiguous active breaking, after which 103
examples remain.
Next, a local coordinate system is defined around the
breaking crest at t1 5 0, with x1 and y1 coordinates orthogonal and parallel to the major axis of the whitecap,
respectively. The spatial origin (x1, y1) 5 (0, 0) is found
as the point of maximum z, within 62.5 m of the
whitecap centroid (xc, yc). Profiles of z at y1 5 0 are
interpolated onto x1 for 230 # t1 # 30 s.
A Hilbert transform is applied to the wave profiles to
calculate the evolution of the whitecap frequency, wavenumber, and amplitude. The Hilbert transform produces an
analytic function that defines a local amplitude and phase
for the wave signal z(x1, t1) 5 <fA(x1, t1) exp[if(x1, t1)]g.
The transform can be performed in space or in time,
such that there are actually two amplitude and two
phase functions: Ax(x1, t1), fx(x1, t1), and At(x1, t1), and
ft(x1, t1) (see Stansell and MacFarlane 2002). Differentiating fx in x1 gives a local and instantaneous wavenumber k(x1, t1), while differentiating ft in t1 gives a
local and instantaneous frequency v(x1, t1). It should be
noted that wavelet analysis may provide an alternative
way to determine local wavenumber and frequency, as
in Liu and Babanin (2004).
Figure 10 shows the ensemble average of the whitecap
profiles and Hilbert transform results. All values are
normalized, using an average wavenumber k, frequency
v, and amplitude Ax or At from the Hilbert analysis.
Since v, k, Ax, and At each vary over the domain, their
mean value is somewhat sensitive to the choice of x1 and
t1 limits. Here, the mean is found between 210 # x1 #
10 m and 23 # t1 # 3 s, which encompasses the bulk of
the breaking wave but avoids noise near the edge of the
domain. These averages were found to agree well with
the wave amplitudes and periods from a zero-crossing
analysis (not shown). The scaling of the wave elevation
is performed after first subtracting the mean surface
elevation of the profile, over the same limits.
Analysis of the ensemble-averaged breaking wave
profiles is similar to the processing of laboratory wave
data. Figure 10a shows the wave moving in the positive
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FIG. 10. Ensemble averages of the 103 whitecap profiles and Hilbert transform results, normalized by the individual
mean values over 210 # x1 # 10 m and 23 # t1 # 3 s. (a),(b) Two views of the elevation profiles (z 2 z)/Ax , (c) the
local spatial amplitude Ax / Ax , (d) temporal amplitude At /At , (e) wavenumber k/k, and (f) frequency v/v.

x1 direction as time progresses (colors changing from
red to blue). The breaker appears very smooth, which
is the product of averaging over the 103 individual
waves. There is a clear steepening and sharpening of
the wave crest, which quickly relaxes after breaking.
The maximum in slope occurs very near the breaking
crest but is not symmetric. Initially the maximum slope
is on the front face, but after breaking it is on the back
side. The wave is also vertically asymmetric. At the
break point, the breaker lies almost fully above the
mean water line. After breaking, the wave begins to
shift to a lower mean elevation. The same information
can be alternatively presented as a timestack, as in
Fig. 10b. Unfortunately, the limited spatial field of
view means that the wave is less well sampled as x1 k
approaches p and 2p.
Whereas the Hilbert transform of a monochromatic sinusoidal waveform yields a constant

amplitude, wavenumber, and frequency, this is not
the case for these breaking waves. Instead, there is a
localized increase in the wave amplitude, wavenumber, and frequency near the wave crest. Thus, the
ensemble-averaged Hilbert transform results show a
rapid increase in local crest steepness as the whitecap
occurs. This is shown in Fig. 11, where the instantaneous steepness is plotted as Ax k. At the break
point, (x1 , t 1) 5 (0, 0), the mean local steepness is
0.42. For comparison, the mean steepness averaged
over the full period and wavelength is 0.15.
The change in the shape of the breaking waves, in
particular this local steepening near the crest, is shown
explicitly in Fig. 12. The normalized profiles are plotted
at t1 v 5 2p/4, 0, and p/4, along with the ensembleaveraged profile. For reference, they are compared with
the Stokes limiting wave, using the one-term approximation from Rainey and Longuet-Higgins (2006). Again,
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FIG. 11. Ensemble-averaged local wave steepness Axk from the
Hilbert transform.

the change in asymmetry is apparent before and after the
break point. In just a quarter period, the forward tilt of
the crest (at t1 v 5 2p/4) has transitioned to a backward
lean (at t1 v 5 1p/4). Throughout the progression, the
individual profiles show much scatter, as is expected in
broadband waves. However, at the crest of the wave near
the break point, the profiles closely resemble the angular
crest of the Stokes wave. This maximally steep crest
feature quickly dissipates upon breaking, to the point
where it is no longer visible at t1 v 5 1p/4.
Finally, the propagation speeds of these breaking
crests are examined. Banner et al. (2014) showed that
the steepest crests of nonlinear wave groups propagate
significantly slower than the predicted linear or weakly
nonlinear phase speeds. This behavior is also seen in the
whitecap profiles, as shown in Fig. 13. The true wave
phase speeds c are calculated as the ratio of the average
frequency and wavenumber, which are independently
measured from the Hilbert transform. These are compared with the phase speeds calculated from the average
frequency using the linear dispersion relation c0. Although there is significant scatter, the true phase speeds
are almost uniformly less than the linear phase speed. A
fit to this data gives c 5 0.61c0, consistent with the field
measurements of Banner et al. (2014) showing c ’
0.61c0. This suggests that these whitecaps formed near
the center of nonlinear wave groups.

FIG. 12. Breaking wave profiles, scaled by the average spatial
amplitude Ax and wavenumber k from the Hilbert analysis. The
progression is shown from t1 v 5 (a) 2p/4 to (b) 0 to (c) 1p/4. The
solid line shows the ensemble-averaged profile, while the dashed
line shows the one-term Stokes limiting wave approximation from
Rainey and Longuet-Higgins (2006).

5. Discussion
a. Comparison with previous measurements
Previously, studies such as Holthuijsen and Herbers
(1986) have shown oceanic breaking waves to be of
similar steepness to their nonbreaking counterparts and
much less steep than the Stokes limit. Here, by contrast,
Figs. 9, 11, and 12 suggest that breaking is associated
with high steepness and that breaking waves do
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FIG. 13. Comparison of measured phase speed c with linear
phase speed c0 from the Hilbert transform analysis. The solid line is
the 1:1 line, indicating perfect linear dispersion.

resemble the corner crest of a Stokes limiting wave. The
apparent contradiction with previous measurements is
in part because these steep crests are highly localized,
such that they are not often accompanied by the full
limiting wave profile. Thus, the whitecaps do not appear
particularly steep when examined using bulk metrics.
This is shown explicitly in Fig. 14, which compares the
probability density of wave steepness from the whitecap
profiles with the overall steepness distribution, using a
weighted average of the curves in Fig. 7 based on the
number of whitecaps from each video burst. This zerocrossing method is taken directly from Holthuijsen and
Herbers (1986), and the results are very similar to theirs.
Indeed, in a bulk sense, the whitecaps are not considerably steeper than the nonbreaking waves.
Furthermore, the steepness measurements from the
zero-crossing method of Holthuijsen and Herbers
(1986) rely on assuming a wave phase speed from linear
dispersion, which Fig. 13 definitively shows is not applicable. Since the phase speed is actually lower than
suggested by linear dispersion, the true bulk steepnesses
are higher than the estimates from a time series measured at a point. Specifically, if the phase speed is actually 25% less than the linear expectation, as in Banner
et al. (2014), the true wave steepness is 33% larger than
what is estimated from the time series.
Babanin et al. (2010) suggests that the reason field
measurements often show whitecapping at relatively
low steepness is that the maximum steepness occurs
prior to the detection of whitecap foam. The data do not
show evidence of this time delay effect (see Fig. 12).
Still, the point holds; determining the actual onset of
breaking in field data is a challenge. The presence of new
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FIG. 14. PDF of wave steepness for the breaking wave profiles
from a zero-crossing analysis, compared with the overall steepness
PDF from a weighted average of the curves in Fig. 7. These PDFs
are consistent with the results of Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986)
but obscure the locally steep crest features seen in Figs. 11 and 12.

whitecap foam does indicate active breaking, but the
distinction between new foam and residual foam is often
unclear. In making two-dimensional profiles of whitecaps, it was found that the surest way to identify active
breaking was to use the aspect ratio of the foam patch.
Still, manual inspection of these best cases removed
roughly 25% of the tagged profiles, which were either
ambiguous or mislabeled breaking events. Furthermore,
foam from small breaking events often does not show up
as brightly as from large events or even at all in the case
of microbreaking waves. The identification of breaking
from whitecap foam is therefore one of the largest
sources of uncertainty in these observations.

b. The role of nonlinearity
What physical mechanism is responsible for the localized increase in wave steepness in the breaking
waves? Babanin (2011) divides potential steepening
mechanisms into two categories: instability mechanisms and superposition mechanisms. The Benjamin–
Fier instability, more generally called modulational
instability, is a nonlinear effect that leads monochromatic wave trains to dissolve into modulating wave
groups and can eventually lead to breaking [see the
review of Yuen and Lake (1980)]. Conversely, superposition mechanisms are primarily linear effects, which
produce high steepnesses by focusing two or more wave
crests of different directions (directional focusing) or
phase speeds (dispersive focusing).
Our measurements indicate that nonlinear group dynamics are critical in producing the necessary steepnesses
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FIG. 15. Ensemble average of the 103 whitecaps in two dimensions at times t1 v 5 (a) 2p/2, (b) 0, and (c) 1p/2. As before, all the waves were
first normalized by the average wavenumber k and amplitude Ax from the previous section. (d)–(f) The joint PDF of surface gradient magnitude
j=zj and direction u for the whitecaps over the same times. Here, u 5 0 (6p) corresponds to downward slopes in the 1x1 (2x1) direction.

for breaking to occur. Figure 9 shows that breaking often
occurs near points of locally extreme surface slope.
Meanwhile, Fig. 7 shows that the probability of these extreme surface slopes (at the tail of the distribution) is highly
variable, which Liu et al. (1997) attribute to nonlinear effects. Furthermore, the breaking wave profiles display
many of the characteristics associated with nonlinear wave
groups. For example, the asymmetry of the profiles, in
which the wave tilts forward prior to breaking and backward after, was predicted by the theoretical work of Tayfun
(1986). Similarly, the reduced phase speed of the breaking
crests, shown in Fig. 13, is likely due to the nonlinear group
dynamics described in Banner et al. (2014).
By contrast, there is not much evidence for breaking
due to superposition. In particular, the wave profiles and
their Hilbert transforms do not show steepening from
long waves overtaking short waves, as in dispersive focusing. Instead, they show steep nonlinear waves propagating as a phase-locked signal. This matches the
hypothesis of Babanin (2011), which argues on probabilistic grounds that dispersive focusing alone cannot
produce the amount of breaking measured in natural
wavefields. It should be noted that linear superposition
may be responsible for producing the initial moderately
steep waveform, at which point the nonlinear dynamics
become dominant and lead to breaking.

The breaking wave profiles along a principal axis cannot
address the question of directional superposition, so this
linear mechanism remains a viable hypothesis. Figure 15
shows again an ensemble average of the 103 breaking
waves, this time retaining both x1 and y1 spatial dimensions. Both x1 and y1 are scaled by the average
wavenumber k from the previous analysis. Snapshots of
the two-dimensional waveform are shown at t1 v 5 2p/2,
0, and p (i.e., at the break point and a quarter period
before and after). In addition, the joint PDF of surface
gradient magnitude j=zj and direction u are shown for the
same times. Here, u 5 0 corresponds to downward slopes
in the 1x1 direction, and u 5 6p indicates downward
slopes in the 2x1 direction. Because of the limited spatial
domain, they are not symmetric before and after breaking,
when the wave is entering and leaving the field of view.
These plots show no indication of breaking from directional focusing, at least it is not common enough to not
be visible in the ensemble averages. Both the wave motion and the direction of the largest surface slopes are
primarily in the x1 direction, which validates the use of the
principal axis wave profiles in the previous section. Still,
the two-dimensional shape of the average whitecap is
interesting; for example, the progression shows the wave
spreading somewhat in the y1 direction during breaking.
Moreover, these plots provide further evidence of the
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highly localized and transient nature of the steep whitecap crests. This three-dimensionality of the breaking
crests may be a topic for further research.

Funding for this work was provided by the National
Science Foundation (OCE-1332719). The data and
processing codes used in this paper are available online (http://hdl.handle.net/1773/38314).
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